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Educators Protest Any Snap
Decision on New Chancellor
State college prefessone seeking
greater influence In the appoint.
meat of a new chancellor, voiced
protests yesterday against minediate action by the state college
system’s board of trustees.
Although tee professors’ statements, at seven state colleges,
made no mention of Dr. Glenn S.
Dumke, the protests may hold up,
his expected appointment.
’
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"Civil Liberties and the Law," a panel discussion sponsored
Dr. Dumke’s proposal would reanical; Herb Ragle, elec- by San
No. 73 quire 14 semester hours of A and
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 1962
Jose State and San Jose city college Young Republicans, VOL. 49
leevey Hult, metallurgical:
B grades during high school, with
lineman, chemical, and Ar- will kick off what the clubs term "Young Republican Week" on
at least six of these hours in
:teener, general, will be the SJS campus tonight at 8:30 in El 18.
eliege preparatory subjects.
The panel. made up of prominent local politicians, will ex’lied Theory. TodayScien- plore the problem of civil liberties in our modern age, according
eaeress Tomorrow" is the to Bill Baker. club spokesman.
..f the 1962 open house.
Members of the panel are Wes.
Sweet, local attorney; Norman systems, from kindergarten
’CPS
Stoner, attorney: and Mrs. Jean through junior college.
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A Matter of Haste
Dash. ha- alreads been the cause of embarrassmetit for the
California -late college trustees once this month and could again
cause embarrassment if the trustees appoint Dr. Glenn S. Dtimke
or :111%biiiii% else as chancellor tomorroa.
The first instance causing embarrassment occurred alien
isthe trustees, under "pressure- by right-vsing organism"
sued an ultimatum to immter Chancellor Buell Gallagher to di "sic should be permitted
tide within three das %higher C
to speak on state college C3111111104.a. Trustees were embarrassed a
month later when the chancellor iiiiiii owed hits resignation.
uncement bv 1.mi-rat trustees last week that Dr.
"The a
Dumke, vice chancellor and former ’president of San Francisco
state, will be appointed tomorrow to replace Dr. Gallagher has
caused opposition front .late college faculties including San
Francisco state- throughout California.
If after such opposition from state college faculties and., as
announced last night. front Gov. Edmund Brown the trustees
should make the appointment of Dr. D
ke as predicted earlier,
the will be red-faced for the second time this month.
Granted, it is necessary to find someone as soon a: possible
to meet the commitments -c iiiii mencenwnt spers lies. I minder’s
day attendance, etc. -made liv the former ehancellor to free the
trustees from additional embarrassment.
How e%er. if the trustees attempt "to get things on the road"
by appointing the chancellor tomorrow they may face gross embarrassment because they failed to take the time to find or study
the qualifications of the "right man." Tao weeks is not much
time to find the person to hold this position which is KO importam to California atoll its state colleges.
- -C.P.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Thrust and Parry

Editor’s Net. Thrust end Parry lettrs, because of space limitations, will
b limited to maximum of 300 words.
Letters tricding this amount either
will not be printed or will be edited
to conform to length. Th editor also
reserves th right to edit letters to conform to style and good MI6,. Letters
of personal attacks will not be print.
ed. All letters must include the writer’s
Signature end ASB number.

’Schools in U. S.
Iraq Are Similar’

OUT VAD CAME UP
’OKI THINK GOING TO COLLEGE IS GREAT--TAKE
COUIZ5E5,g
L.Aer WEEK AN 5Ai7 IF I 7C( 112 HAVE TO
SOME

Editor:
\ Alec]
Education in 11..ai 1,
Into several sections. First, there
is pre-primary school for the
5 -year-old child. In this school,
they learn 10 color, to count,
to get along with other children. After two years, they go
on to primary school. Here they
learn reading, writing. English.
history, geography, math, music and sports.
After six years, they take
general government tests. Theresult of these tests decides
whether the child will attend
elementary school where he will
receive a general education.

Dr. Lassen Studies Common Market;
Sees Growing Imports for Members
Editor’s Note: This is the first of
two articles on Dr. Andrew P L
recent four-mounth stay in Europe
Today’s article deals with his study of
Hie Common Market. Tomorrow’s article will tell of his observations in
By LESTER ON
The changing complexion of
economics in Europe came under
the firsthand observation of Dr.
Andrew P. Lassen, head of the
Economics department, who recently completed a four-months
stay in England, West Germany,
Italy, Switzerland, Austria, Denmark and Norway.
The economics professor visited Europe to study the relationship between the Common
Market and the Eutopean Free
Trade Association (EFTA) and
the possible effect of the former on the foreign trade of the
United States.

RAPID CHANGE
Returning in Deceniliel . Dr.
Lassen said the economic situation in Europe was changing
much too rapidly and was too
complicated to simplify without
excluding many important factors.
By the time he arrived in
Copenhagen, he said, England,
which had organized the EFTA
to compete with the Common
Market, had decided to seek
membership in the latter.
Of the three Scandinavian
countries in the association.
Denmark has already applied
while Norway has announced
her intention to apply.
In view of the success of the
Common Market, the nations
now seeking membership cannot
come as a surprise. All of the

SAT. NIGHT!

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
presents

nations now members of the
EFTA hate applied or have announced their intention of applying for full or associate membership, with the exception of
Portugal.
’BENELUX’ COUNTRIES
Tracing the evolution of Europe’s movement toward economic unity, Dr. Lassen said it
began in 1948 when the "Benelux" countries, Belgium, The
Netherlands and Luxembourg,
formed an economic union.
The second phase, he contin-
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EFFECT ON U.S. TRADE
As to the effect of the Common Market on the foreign trade
of the United States, Dr. Lassen
said there is a considerable difference of opinion on the interpretation of the Treaty of
Rome.
Calling it the "Constitution"
of the Common Market, he said
the spirit of the treaty was hard
to put into print.
"There is a will to succeed
through negotiation such as has
110 !,A.110
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BOOMING INDUSTRIES
This prosperity, Dr. Lassen,
himself, noted in Milan, Italy,
which especially reflected the
booming automobile, steel, textile and other industries.
"Milan is the largest of the
industrial centers in Italy," he
said.
"The poor nation of Europe
for many years, Italy now compares favorably with France and
Britain as far as dollar reserves
are concerned," Dr. Lassen continued.
For the Common Market itself, dollar reserves are now
more than $16 billion, almost
equal to the U. S’s approximately $17 billion in gold stock.
To find out the English attitude toward the Common Market, Dr. Lassen spent 10 days
in London and noted three difficulties:
England does not want to
abandon her free-trade nations.
Her relationship with the
Commonwealth.
Her agreement within the
Common Market on agricultural
policy (which was reached last
month).

’-’1"

STAN

WILSON

ued, came with the formation of
the European Coal and Steel
Community I ECSC) by the six
present Common Market members in 1953.
In the eight years since, steel
production in the member countries has doubled to approximately equal the U. S. output
in 1960.
The third and final phase was
the formation of the Common
Market itself with the Treaty
of Rome in 1957. Since then,
trade among the members has
increased by approximately 45
per cent; tariffs have been reduced by 30 per cent on almost
every commodity except agricultural and petroleum products.
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rarely been known in international relationships of the past,"
he said.
"There has been considerable
concern that if we didn’t join.
the market will be able to build
a high tariff wall against U. S.
imports," Dr. Lassen added.
"I don’t believe this will happen. If President Kennedy is
given the bargaining power on
tariff legislation, lower tarifts
will benefit both sides.
IMPORTS MUST GROW
"Common Market nations are
industrializing at a greater rate
than the U. S. (7 per cent V.
41,, per cent in 19601, but because of their smaller land area,
their imports will have to grow
as they grow more industrialized.
"The Common Market countries always will be heavy importers of both food and heavy
industrial raw materials," Dr.
Lassen said.
Dr. Lassen expressed the
opinion that the Reciprocal
Trade Agreements Act of 1934
is inadequate to deal with the
growing Common Market and
that it lacks continuity for a
policy of the future.
He said President Kennedy’s
request for presidential authority to eliminate some tariffs
completely and to cut others by
as much as 50 per cent was a
step in the right direction.

Atter three yr ars, ate students
take another government test
in order to qualify for secondary school. The seconilaty
school teaches the sciences,
languages, technical skills, arts
and business. At the end of
two years, the students go to
the college of their choiceif
they have qualified in the government test. The required college term in Iraq is four years.
The educational systems in Iraq
and the United States are similar; in both countries, schools,
at some levels, are stale-sup-
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LIGHT IN THE PIAllA
and Tennessee r.
:ROMAN SPRING OF MRS.
STONE

400 11:::ILFirst
8TH WEEK
IVE AND THE HANCYtaxs

Music Class Film
To Feature History
Of Woodwinds

SINS OF CASANOVA

? ARATOGA
THE MAN WHO WAGGED
HIS TAIL
Peter 1.1,finor
-andDAVY

"Two Hundred Years of
Woodwinds," a National Educational television film featuring
the Philadelphia Woodwind ensemble performing music by Milhaud, will be shown tomorrow
at 11:30 a.m. in Concert Hall to
the survey of music literature
class.
All interested persons may
attend the Tuesday and Thursday class meetings.
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1433 The Alameda
ONE DAY ONLY
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MARRIAGE OF FIGARO
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2 ALL -COLOR HITS
IVANHOE
:KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TAIL
FACE OF A FUGITIVE
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IS11111111011

Wednesday, February 28, at the
73060
Thursday, March 1st, at the
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LIGHT IN THE PIAZZA
h Y,,attrr. Mimieux &Geo. Her.
-- Also INVASION QUARTET
H, Bill Travers and Sts4e ht.lIfen

TROPIC-AIRE
TWIN-VhfDRIVE IN

%Pb

JA
‘7"Tgherewatoersltd’s 410

EAST SANTA CLARA AT 1715

BOTH SCREENS

: ROCKHUDSON
DONS DAY
* TONY FtANDALL

gospel
singer’.
Tuesday
,..t. March 6, 8:30p.m. 1;1

* iii it&BINACK UBE
* JACURUScHIN

8-2181nosy4"
CIT./ -

ROMANOFF & JULIET
************** ***** **

DINAH WASHINGTON
& CO. IN PERSON
SATURDAY EVENING,
MARCH 3
at San Jose Civic Auditorium
Prices: $2 - $3 - $3.50 - $3.75
On Sale at Civic Auditorium Box Office 12-S Daily
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL CY 3-0860

Spartaguide
TODAY
Pistol team, meeting, 220 N.
Second st., 2:30 p.m.
Newman club, seminar to be
led by Father Cyril Leach, chaplain, on "An Adult View of the
Faith," Newman hall, 79 S.
Fifth St., 8 p.m.
Sanitary Science society, election of officers. S309, 7 p.m.
Young Republicans panel,
"Civil Liberties and Law," E118,
8:30 p.m.
Spanish club, meeting, CH226,
7:30 p.m.
Orientation committee, evaluation and reassignment of duties for fall orientation week,
student union, 4 p.m.
Rally committee, 3:30 p.m.,
Morris Dailey auditorium.
Social Affairs committee,
meeting, C10162, 3:30 p.m.
Co-Sac, dance to "Billy King
and the King’s Men."
Regular Co-Rec event, Women’s
gymnasium, 7:30-9:45 p.m.
Alpha Kappa Mu, annual picture sale in front of Spartan
Book Store, 9:30 a.m.-3 p.m.
Occupational Therapy club,
dinner, H5301, 7 p.m.
PI Alpha Nu, film, to be
shown by Joel Goldfus, cafeteria
rooms A and B, 7:30 p.m.
Society for the Advancement
Management, rush function,
Hoover Elall, 325 S. Eighth st.,
7:30 p.m.
Business department, Dr. FA ward Clements, placement officer, speaking on "Future for Our
Graduates," Mortis Dailey auditorium, 11:30 a.m.
TOMORROW
Student Affiliates American
Chemical Society, meeting, S216,
1:30 p.m.
Model United Nations Chairman Orientation, introductory
meeting, CU, 2 p.m.

ported ;end state- crintri,:.
Amer Said 11.10,,,,,t
A DM
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The CIVIC PLAYHOUSE
Brings You

PYGMALION
Shaw’s Happies4
Comedy
Fridays Only
Students 1/2 Price
Friday & Saturday, 8:30 p.m.

136 W. SAN
For
CY

CARLOS

ReservaCons call

4-2247

CY 5.0888

Exclusive Engagement Starts FRIDAY March 2nd
NOW OPEN
L. BOXDailyOFFICE
7.00 per.
From 12
moon to

Mall Orders Filled Promptly

SIANIEY KRUM resat ,

Burl Lancaster Richard Yildniarl
Marlene Dielrich Judy Garland Maximiliao Schell
Montgomery Clill

suencer Tracy

"IIST ACTOR!"
’BEST SCREENPLAY!"
"ONE OF THE
YEAR’S 10 PEST?"
N. Y, Fit,, Cr;1,0

JUDGMENT AT

NUREMBERG"

TICKETS NOW ON SALE!
GREYHOUND AGENTS
ALL SEARS STORES
ALL TICKET AGENCIES and
UNITED ARTISTS THEATRE
7:00)
EVENINGS at 8:00 (Except Sun.
lIla
MATINEES- SUN. -WED. & SAT. at 2 p.
Karnes
Special Consideration Given to Groups and Theatre

THEATRE
CORONETSari Francisco
Ph. SK 2-4400

Geary Blvd. at lit Ave.
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Profs’ Trio Tonight

By DRU CHALLBERG
Society Editor
, layes, llarlene I feller, Linda
is I s ITIATEN
tubers of DeltalJohnson, Vickie Krell, Cheryl
traternity onjoyoa is Lambert. Norma NIK’aney, Karen
Miller, Nancy Simpson, Margo
Mariani’s restaurant
al
banquet
Sinclair, Meredith Skeen, RoseThe
roll
initiation.
i
r
for Mew hamal
mary Welp and Janie Winter.
Phi now itscludes
at Delta Sigma
PLEDGE ACTIVITIES
gee Anderson, Ed Briggs, lain I
The
Kappa Alpha Theta pledge ;
Eagle. Gene Gastelwn. Frank lienWayne Schrader, Bob class held a doughnut sale last
Johnston, Jules Loventhal, Mike Thursday to raise money for their
Moore, Gary Parlin Jim Walsh, house gift. Pledges sold the doughBab Prater, Chuck Schafer, Bill nuts to various sororities, fraterSherrill, Dave Solomon, and Frank nities and campus living
centers.
TleSefl
Pledges at Alpha Omicron Pt
At the Chi Omega sorority
house, plans are set for initiation, are waiting on actives and perceremonies and a dinner at the I forming errands during the curhouse on March 3 and 4. New i rent Help Week, which will conmembers will include Jeannie! tinue until the initiation ceremoArcher. Karen Barger. Susan Mes Sunday. On the work shift
Creel. Arlene DArcy, S an d y are Kiki Arnaud. Margie Baker,
Eidem, Dyna Feldmanis, Janet Carol Beals, Bette Jo Belda, Diane
Broksell, Nancy Ernst, Lynn Hathaway, Genie Laisne, Kathy Mc BICYCLES
Murry, Denise McNamara, 13arNEW AND USED
tiara Madsen, Edwina Marino,
s Bicycle and Hobby Shoo
I torts Mortensen, Margaret Moxon,
7oecielises in Derail*. 113 different
77-odels to choos from), and English
Linda Nash, Carol Peloquin, Kathy
IC a r fon or Sot -op
, 00)7.704
Picea,
Louella Rosso, Carolyn
1 c77cosl Custom b7117t Unicycles and
’,terns Charlie’s also rents 3 iraidi
achricker. Sherry Sink, lalztrilyn
tandems for thos special weekt,
) .71 ,tri We also repair and handle
Starr. Valerie Tinti, Pam Wheeler
707 all makes and models
rid Genny Ziegler. After the ceremonies, the new initiates will be
I lGlrtl(
hobby Sill,),
honored at a luncheon at Almaden
Sunny\ .
nountry club.
,,,i,..

YUAN

VA
U
102

San

Carol Peloquin, have been ehlgien
to represent the ’sorority in the
Sigma Nu White Ruse queen con.
test.
On the weekend of Feb. 17 and
18, the Delta Zeta sorority pledge,
enjoyed an annual retreat to Asihr
mar, sponsored by the house actives. Activities during the retreat
included a speech by Mrs. Betsy
Leach, Delta Zeta national officer,1
,
and evening songs and fun.
NEW FACES
i
New residents at Wendy Glen
#2 were honored at a dinner recently. Howie president Arlene
Nat masa te presented carnations to
each of the guests. The honorees
were Francis Johnson, Catherine
Chaille, Judith Sherman, Barbara
Levin, Lynda Wong. Susan Fanning, Karen Barnekov, Bonnii
Vold, Loretta Green. Cynthia
Lamden, Barbara Werner, Norma
Earned, Anabel Baker, Susana
Callender, Dirum Stein, Bonnie
Farrow, Carol Coombs and Margaret Staunch.

ENGAGEMENTS
Karenlee Reit t,
Alpha Chi
Omega senior education major
from Sacramento, to Pete Manmerino, Alpha Tau Omega senior
business management major from
Sacramento. The couple plans a
Two of Alpha Omicron Pi in- November wedding.
ii lIt5,-t,)-bP, Lynn Hathaway and
Marilyn Burrows, senior Alpha
Chi Omega social science major
from Glendora, to Jim Hempy,
senior Alpha Tau Omega physical
education major from Los Altos.
The wedding will be in July.
Spartmt
(ins

tliCHIES STEAK HOUSE

Great Chow at Low Low Prices
SPECIAL STEAK DINNER

$1.10
CHICKEN DINNER
409’

FREE PARKING
:-,17) South Sceund St.

Poem Discussion
Dr. Donald Head, assistant professors of English, will discuss the
nature of "The Hollow Men" typified in contemporary literature
tonight at the Campus Christian
-sitter, 300 S. 10th St.
Dr. Head’s speech will be the
first in a series of Wednesday
evening talks titled "The World
Looks at Itself," sponsored by the
Visited Campus Christian fellow-luta

a
new
career
iE

17

’

888
nano

0C1
17

£4
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for
the
analytically
minded
An analytical mind can carry you a long way in
the fast-moving field of electronic data processing. If you have a flair for business.. .and
enjoy solving tough problems ... you can discover unique satisfaction in this new career.
Openings are available throughout the
country in either Systems Engineering or Dirrct
Sales. IBM is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
The marketing and a pplica t ion of data processing systems is challenging and fascinating.
After comprehensive training you help management executives solve problems which
include automation of: proems control and
manufacturing operations, inventory control,
document preparation, highway planning.
weather forecasting; and complete business

You naturally have a
better chance to grow
with a dynamic growth company.

D111)

%Wait waatay February 2R, 1402

.111.1111.

1B

control systems for utilities, transportation,
banking, and insurance, to name but a few.
New techniques of automatic data processing
are making headline news almost daily.
We have a critical need for those who have
majored in science, mathematics, and engineering. And we have equal opportunities for
majors in business administration, economics. finance and liberal arts with an aptitude
and interest in electronic data processing.
It’s a new professional field for both men
and women in which earnings are high and
promotions come quickly. For more information describing the opportunities at IBM, see
your College Placement Director or, if you
desire, write or (sil
l. W. Luke, Branch Manager
IBM Corporation, Dept. 882
1955 The Alameda
San Jose 26. Calif.
Phone. CH 8 2620

DA I %, HUH

IBM will interview March 15,

;.:.
I .
1’a -cording, from A 11,1141 1,y a he irtI 1.ofinoll. .7 ,1,,,
trio of music professors will be and Ryan play the cello and piano,
played tonight at 7:30 on Sinfonia respectively.
Concert Hall. KRPN radio. 98 5
l’he Archduke- %N.., %litter, in
111%11.
IM11 lor the Ascii/lake lfuilolpa
Selections presented will be ot and ssaa published ifs V Lefi/sa in
the trio’s pertuimance of Beetho- 1816
ven’s "The Archduke" in It flat,
Conductor :11311 musit,i1 director
op. 97. Movements in the half- of the Santa Clara Philhaimunic
hour piece are Allegro moderatu, orchestra, In-. Walters is also conScherzo allegro, Andante cantabile, ductor of the San Jose State Colma pero canmoto and Allegro: lege Symphony orchestra.
inoderato.
Also if member if the Santa
Members of the trio are Dr.
:f17
Clara Philharmonic. liumulh plays
Gibson Walters and Thomas I.
the cello tor the orehestra arid
Ryan, professors of music. and
.41
vvrites program notes tor as C011 RECORDED RECITAL by a trio of SJS music professors will be
Donald E. Ifmnuth, associate proPresent, d on Sinfonia Concert Hall, weekly FM radio program,
lessor of music.
Ryan receivext admirable resieurs
at 7:30 tonight. Members of the trio are Dr. Gibson Walters
! Dr. Walters plays the violin foi
fissi Ness York critics for his 1960
and Thomas L. Ryan, professors of music, and Donald E. Homuth,
opera a nc e at (%irnegie Recital
associate professor of music.
Hall. He will be featured piano
soloist on the Santa Clara Philharcunic orchestra’s April ii conceit
Sinfonia Concert Hall is a weekAn SJS music isl udent will parEntries to the March 11 stu- will go to the student submitting
ticipate in the preliminary audi- ly radio program sponsored by
dent art exhibition and sale will the work sold.
tions of the Oakland Symphony Phi Mu Alpha, national honorary
be accepted Monday from 12:30-1 Entry blanks may be picked up orchestra’s third annual Young music fraternity.
at
a
table
in
the
main
entrance
of
Artists’ contest Sunday in Oak3:20 p.m. and Tuesday, 9:30-10:20i
the Art building. Any SJS student land.
a.m., in A118.
enrolled in an art course may
Stephen 1’. Gebhart, a hair,’
All work submitted must be for! enter up to two works in any
from Oakland, will play the cut:
sale anti is subject to a screening, medium.
before a jury of known musiciiii.
by assistant professors of art
Iluwever. every piece submitted tor the preliminaries.
.tivid P. Hatch, Eric N. back Cannot be guaranteed a place If)
Gebhart is a member of the Sa.
,nd John V. DeVencenzi
the exhibit due to space limita- Jose State College Symphoi.
proceeds
ach salel tions and other circtunstances.
orchestra and of chamber mus.
The exhibition and sale is spon- dames.
Finalists chosen from Sunstri
sored by the San Jose Junior
preliminaries will compete on tel.
Vs’oman’s club.
Tickets to the 10 a.m.-5 p.m. vision for two awards, a paid ai
"What is Topology About," a
lecture by Professor Sze-tsen Ito Sunday exhibit may be purchased ’ pearance as soloist with the Orii’land Syrnphony during the 1901’
of UCLA, scheduled to be given at the door for 51
C3 season and a full debut recit
tomorrow has been cancelled, acsponsored by the Oakland S.!.
cording to Dr. L. H. Lange, acting
phony guild.
head of the mathematics depart-

Student Art Entries Due

Student Enters
Music Contest

Topology Talk

Chairmen Needed

ment
Professor George Polya, who
was to have lectured here later
in the spring, will speak Tuesday,
March 6 at 4 p.m. in S142. His
topic is From Puzzles to Theory."

ASB personnol officer Barney
Goldstein is seeking two students
for positions as chairmen of the
rally and the homecoming committees.
Interested students may pick up
application blanks in the Cone:,
Union, 315 S. Ninth.
AWS Opens Post
Completed forms must be
Applications for two Associated turned to the Union no later it,
Women Students’ posts are now Friday noon. Interviews will
being accepted. A poster publicity held the same day from 2:30
chairman and an intercollegiate 5:30 p.m.
correspondent for the group are
Goldstein said the function ot
needed.
the rally committee is to prom-.
All interested women students ; school spirit at appropriate scha
may pick up applications in the! functions. Duties of the honactivities office, Adm242. They! coming committee include selis must be returned to the office by j Ing a date for the annual celct...
Friday, said Bernice Mangseth.! Lion and planing the program ia
AWS publicity chairman.
it.
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FREE
45 r.p.m. RECORDS
(To all SJS Students)

Take your choice of one popular hit record
FREE with each haircut at the regular price!
We offer FREE PARKING validations
for any downtown lot!
haircuts ore our
specialty!

Spartan-style

Fort7lPt.
Cr
3-8804

Commercial Barber Shop

tB5n
E. 1’ci 7.0 Ct

"We’re next to Heroid’s Snoes

Thanks
Thanks
Thanks
Thanks
Thanks
Thanks
Thanks

Thanks
Thanks
Thanks
Thanks
Thanks
Thanks
Thanks
THANK YOU!
Thanks
Thanks Thanks

Many Thanks!
Now that the first-week rush is over, the Spartan
Bookstore management and staff would like to say
"Thank you" to
students and faculty of San
Jose State College. We appreciate your
and understanding when ordering and buying books
for the spring semester.

the

patience

feel that it is this type of student that makes it a pleasure to be
on Campus. Remember, the Spartan Bookstore is

We sincerely
school cooperation

your official campus storeyour suggestions are
welcome, your comments appreciated. Thanks again
. . from the Spartan Bookstore.

Spartan Bookstore
"li ;gilt On La m

Judo an Olympic Sport
In 1964; What Is It?

e2 a ity

sports

1.1AN

By JOHN HENRY
Judo win be an Olympic event
for the that time at the Tokyo
games in 1964. San Jose State’s
judo coach. Yoh Uchida. has been
named chairman of the U.S. Olympic committee. Judo, however, remains a mystery to many students
at SJS.
The average idea of judo Is one
of death dealing blows to the back
of the neck or 100-pound weaklings throwing giants over their
shoulders with ease.

Wednesday. Fehrukos- 28, 1962

DAILY

Matmen Pin Gators;
Prime for Tourney
With till matches wrestled ex- their fourth straight victory Moneept one resulting in tannings. San day night, downing the San nail
Jose State’s mat squad glided to cisco state Gators, 32-7.
After Dave Armstrong pinned
opponent. Ed Wong, in the 123pound class. Dick Alderson drew
tie with Bell Denyer tor the orO
decision on action that wasn’t

These Impressions are false,
howeser. Judo is neither magic
nor trickery, although it is a
method whereby the weak can
sometimes overcome the strong.

AAU Claim ’Utterly
Ridiculou s --Johns

i- i
t ’PI
The Amateur
Athletic Union’s charge that the
National Collegiate Athletic Association is staging a power grab in
an attempt to eliminate the AAU
was described Monday as "utterly
ridiculous."
UCLA Athletic Director Wilbur
Johns told the Fresno Rotary club
that colleges only seek to get;
"ewel representation in relation-1
ship to what they contribute."
,4ohns is one of the major criticst
of the AAU, but he said the pres-,
pet’ controversy "is not something.
new, It began hack in 1926 ancl
ha4 continued ever since."
lohns reported he has not re (turd UCLA athletes the right to
paeticipate in an AAU-sponsored
meet. But he said he had suggested. to the school’s coaches that
they do not enter athletes.

Although it has self-defense overtones, judo is not taught as a selfdefense system. It is similar, physically, to collegiate wrestling.
The theory behind judo is to get
the opponent off balance in order
to throw him more easily. The
man may be stronger, but when
he is off balance he becomes weak,
not in actual strength but because
of his awkward position.

manner could overcome any obstacle. From his teachings came
the three aims of judo: physical
development, proficiency in contest
and mental development.
Judo came to San Jose State in
1946 when present Coach Yosh
Uchida, a fifth degree black belt
holder, taught about five students,
most of whom were police majors.
Today about 200 students from
all fields take judo courses.
A system of three belts, which
In turn are further divided, consprise judo ranks. The white belt
Is the lowest ranking; there are
three divisions within this group.

technique was good but Gut
throw
did not come off, or if the
oppn.
nent is held on the mat for 23
seconds.
The first man tit scare .wo
and
one-half points is declared
winner
of the match.
A system of demerit. the
black point system, is us,id to
eliminate a contestant from .i
tourna ment.
Two points are scored a;ainst
you if you lose a match by a de.
eislon. If a match is lost hy a
throw, choke. ot mat hold, three
points are lost. A loss of five points
results in elimination.
San Jose State’s brown belt judo
team recently won the Neale AAU
tournament at Santa iti,ga.
Sanford Alcorn Is the lender is
the heavyweight class. Grey
Weaver and Dick Shigenioto top
the 180-pound class.

The next grade, or brown belt,
also is divided Into three divisions.
The highest order in judo Ls the
black belt. There are 10 stages in
this class.
In the first six stages of black
belt, the customary black belt is
worn. The next three classes wear
The 160 division is led 1,v Richred and white belts. The ninth and
10th classes are privileged to wear ard Gibson, while the Ilas are
headed by Rich Ferreira.
a red belt.
The black belt team is led by
There are three bade ways to captain
Lee Parr. who competes in
score points in a judo match. A the 160 class.
Another top comclean hard throw, a choke hold, petitor in the
160s is Warren
and holding the opponent on the minami.

San Jose then collected on two
forfeits, in the 137 and 147-pound
classes. Bob Lopez and Warren
WARREN MINAMI works conscientiously at judo as this photo
King represent the Spartans in
shows. Not all his competition is as delightful as the co-ed picthese classes.
tured here. Usually Warren comes up against 160 lb. brutes who
Cliff Olson resumed action by
to h. Sill Erdman
pinning his opponent, John Bohn. I fry to throw him to the mat.
Fred Yrueta and Ron Ruscigno did
likewise with George McNeal and
Rich Blaettler, their respective
Judo was organized bs Dr.
enemies.
&fore Kano in Tokyo about
Paul HodgirLs suffered the only
mat for 90 seconds each score
1882. Dr. Kano, who had studied
The next met for the judo tem
Spartan loss, being pinned by his
one polnt.
the masters of Japanese fight’ will be the Stockton invitational,
opponent. Al Abraham.
ing, took to little front cash of
Half points can be .scored if Sunday.
The varsity will continue their.
S
Slla OM’S illti tilt. had 10 tor Inv Gliniet,-; and Mike
them and organized a system of
schedule Friday and Saturday,!
Gridtrotters moved into a three- Head had 16 for the ROTC,
training which he called judo.
when they participate in the Paway tie with the Beachcombers1 In C league action, the Beavers,
Dr. Kano taught that intelligent
cific Coast Intercollegiate tournafor first place in the A league of 1 the Saints and the Newman Nites use of one’s faculties in a
gentle
ment at the University of Calithe independent basketball pro- # 1 remained in a three-way tie
fornia.
for first place by scoring victories
gram. Monday night.
Coach Hugh Mumby plans to enGeorge Mullen’s 18 points led over Mouldies Oldies, Lambda ,First Under Lights
ter nine men in the tournament.
Gorge’s, 44-32 over the Gimlets, Delta Sigma, and the 69ers, reFoItT WAYNE, Ind. UPI
while Chon Gallegos’ 16 was high spect ively.
The first baseball game under
Gary Brenneman’s 22 points was lights was played here between!
in the Gridtrotters’ 7I1-26 trouncMODERN
UP TO DATE
OPEN INVITATION TO PRESBYTERIANS,
. I’immings high for the Beavers in their 62- Fort Wayne and Quincy,
ing of the ROTC
Ill., June!
36 win, Mike Rock’s 10 was high 2, 1883. Fort Wayne won, 19-11
CONGREGATIONALISTS, DISCIPLES*
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
for the Saints in their 49-26 vic- in seven innings.
RENTS TO FIT YOUR BUDGET
tory, and Jon Winding’s 24, high
Hear: DR. DONALD HEAD. Assoc. Prof. of Englisk
score of the evening, led Newman
"THE HOLLOW MEN"
Horses To Russia
in their 50-35 win.
Time: Wednesday nits, 7:00 p.m., worship
HANOVER. Pa. (UPI)
Th)
, Sigma Phi Epsilon’s first and
7:30 p.m.. speaker
second teams will meet tomorrow December. 1961, sale of two trot
Place: Campus Christian Center, 300 So. Tents
!ate signups for weekly extra- afternoon ins roll -off for the intra- ting stallions to Russia by Han.. -al sports offered by the worn- ! mural bowling championship. The over Farms marked the fir,:
CY 7-8877
, physical education department time is 3:45 p.m. and the place American horses exported to th(
Also all others interested
Soviet Union in about 45 years.
. being accepted by the instruc- Alma bowl.
The second round of ping pong
heading the programs.
nadminton instruction will take! matches should be completed by
Wednesday at 4:30 p.m. in March 1, and the third and fourth
:23. Dr. Helen Clark will direct rounds by March 14, IntramuraLs
Director Dan Unrah warned.
players.
Unrah also said that those interswimming is scheduled for
dnesday at 7 p.m. under the di- ested in the free throw tournament
should sign up in the intramurals
)if Miss Lois Kruger.
Thursday at 4 p.m.. Miss Helen office in the men’s gym.
bite will instruct women students
in tennis, players will meet in
WG7B.
Mrs. Alice Reynolds will direct
the golf program, players will meet
Friday at 1 p.m. in WG17.
Archery instruction for both men 1
and women students will be given i
(Through Mort1,.
)-,
Monday at 4:20 by Mrs. Mary Gil- !
bert. Archers will meet in the wornD LEAGUE
en’s gYm patio.
W L
Miss Betty Trotter will direct !Question Marks
1
0
olleyball instruction Monday at 71 I House Five
1
0
p.m. in WG23.
1
The Hustlers
0
The extramural sport of skiing Lad Manor
1
0
is in progress now and Miss Joan Pink TubberS
0
Minket is adviser to the group.
.0
1
Anonymous .
0
2
Newman Nites #2

Basketball Action Tops
Intramural Sports Play

Approved Apartments Still
Available for Men & Women

Extramural Sports
Program Offered

485 So. Ninth St.

RENTAL wiNce

a

THINK

Independent
Standings

MAJOR GAS
1.
a

’._

itc

OFF
PER
GALLON

With Our 7 Blend Pumps

UCLA Tough Club
To BeatDallmar

ALL CIGARETTES
22 Per Pack
kGER & SILVA
78 So. 4th ST.
CV 5-8988

WE HONOR ALL
CREDIT CARDS

E LF,AGUE
Winged Feet
. 1
0
Rimbusters
1
0
Reed Street Raiders
1
0
0
234 Club
1
FM:,\
trfq i
If
’Ni")
0
1
and when UCLA gets into the Ripples
.0
The Gobblers
1
NCAA basketball tournament, it
will take a mighty good team to
F’ LEAlkUE
heat them,
AROTC #2
.1
0
That’s the word from two nien Moulder’s Gestapo
1
0
who tried to do just that and Dinky Bunkeis
1
0
failed, Stanford coach Howie Dill - AFROTC t 2
0
0
mar and California’s Rene Her- Seagrams V
0
1
rerias. The Bruins downed the Ding Bats
0
1
Bears and Cards in close battles Bucket Dunkers
0
1
over the weekend.
Dallmar Monday told the Northern California basketball wi.iter
luncheon that the Bruins lack of
height was deceptive.
"The Ibmins have tremendons
shooters and their center, Fred
Slaughter, may be only 6 -font -5.
San Jose State’s women’s ski
but he is active enough to be as team will travel to Squaw Valley’s
effective as a 6 -font -9 man." said slopes this weekend for the VanDa tartar.
derbilt Memorial meet.
"The Bruins can do so many
Shirley Belvill, Jean Herbert,
things well, they might surprise Carol Evans and Keve Gabbert Will
everybody," Herrerias added.
try for top honors in the slalom
Dallmar did admit that he would cup event on Sunday.
have to pick the Oregon state! The meet is sponsored by the
Beavers in any showdown battle. University of California and will be
with UCLA, hut only because of1 attended by skiers from Sietra coltheir big man." Oregon state’s big! lege, Mills college and the Univerman is 7-font Mel (’ounts, who is sity of Nevada as well as S,ts.
largely responsible for the Hew..
At the University of Nevada’s
yrs’ 18-4 record.
winter carnival held din int; semesThte writers honored St. Mary’s’ ter break in Reno. XIS women Skiguard Tom Sheridan as player of ! ers placed third in competition.
the week for his 21 -point splurge, The skiers eorneete against the
in the Gaels’ upset win over Le) same ski teams at the meet this
ola Saturday.
weekend.

Women’s Ski Club
In Action Sunday

Our future is in the hands of men not yet hired
At aVesterri Electric we play a vital role in
helping meet the complex nisxls ot America’s
vast communications networks. And a career
at Western Electric, the manufacturing arm of
the nation-wide Bell Telephone System, offers
young men the exciting opportunity to help us
meet these important needs.
Today, Western Electric equipment reduces
thousands of miles to fractions of seconds. Even
so, we know that our present communications
systems will he inadequate tomorrow; and we
ire seeking ways to keep up withand anticipate the future. For instance, right now
Western Electric engineers are working on
various phases of solar cell manufacture,
miniaturization, data transmission, futuristic
telephones. electronic central offices, and
computer-controlled production linesto name
just a few.
To perfect the work now in progress and

launch many new eommtinications products,

promlures, and processes not yet in
the mind of man we need quality -minded

proiects,

engineers. If you feel that you can meet
:id
standards, consider the opportin it
by working with our company Iii a ics% dont
years, you will

be Western Electric.

Challenging opportunities exist now of Wetter.
electric fin electrical, mischanital, industrial, and chemi-

art*,
cal engineers, as well as physical science, liberal
and basin’s. melon. All qualified applicants will rewithout
ceive careful consideration for employment
regard to foes, treed, color or national origin. For more
Rel./infermettlert about Western Electric, write College
272
lions, Western Electric Company, loom 6206,
sure to
Broadway, New York NI, New York. And be
our
Electric interview when
arrange for
W
teller. representatives visit your campus.

Weg torn
remn,,nreelli Ofesioni

Electric
6/01211

Laureldele. Pa,
Principal manufacturing locations at Chicago, tii.. K RRRRR .
I taliimets. Mt; Indinnepolls. Inn . Allentown and
Lay Okla
W.nston.ballim, N. C., lame, N. F., North Annoyer, Miss.: OntOtse Neh Nam.
Cll.. MC, Columbus. Ols10, massont.
door.
Engineering **swan Center porsodoe. N
lelelyo. Corporation: Sti ckle,
and Little Roca, Ark. Also Western fad _Y. n.
motion centers in 33 cities and Installation belidquairtett Iri la c111011. flenernl. liewleuartersi 193 flrograrsf. New York
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SJS Opens Collegiate

Sparta
babes Lose, Too
-

SJS Trounced by Broncos
For Eighth WCAC Defeat

Spike Slate Saturday
ey FRED RAGLAND
Arse State’s varsity track
!ueees face collegiate competition
time this season Sat tor the first
slay in the annual Small College
Spartan oval.
lase on the
meet between the Spartan
junior college
tioph and Foothill
will be tun concurrently.
Coach varsity Bud Winter has
Potentially one of the best spike
-quads in recent years and that’s
something. But potential
the same thing.
:ind results are not
Wittier describes his club as an
jr team. HP predicts an out.ianaing season for the Spartans
comes
IF Dennis Johnson’s leg
.iround, IF Jimmy Omagbetni gets
through the year without more
mat trouble, IF Willie Williams’
leg is sound again and several
other IFs.
Johnson, Sun Jose’s 9.3 sprinter
tram Jamaica who was injured
late last spring, still suffers leg
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Cepeda May Hold
Out Much Longer
CASA GRANDE, Ariz. (UPI) -San Francisco Giant owner Horace Stoneham warns that Orlando
Cepeda may not ink his 1962 pact
for some time.
"Just say we’re not very close
at all, either in salary or distance. S to neh a m commented
Monday.
Cepeda is tinkling out in his native Puerto Rico. It is believed he
is asking $55,000, or twice as
much as he made last year. The
Giants are reportedly offering a
33 per cent raise or around $37, -

go.

this is

CUADRO
CLOTH
A-rs.

WILL
WONDERS
NEVER CEASE..
now A4 Rapiers
come in new
Cuadro cloth.

cramps. Ile was held tad 01 Friday’s interclass meet due to the
cold weather and probably will be
held out of Saturday’s competition.
If Johnson does run, it won’t
be in his specialty, the 100-yard
dash. Winter plans to start him
out in the 940 and gradually bring
him down to the century.
Omagberni, the world’s oldest
active splinter at 31. should be
tlw. class of the field in the century Saturday. Bail Viral and
John Webb should provide his
main competition.
A native of Nigeria. Omagbemi
has a best in the 100 of 9.4, last
accomplished at the age of 29.
After sitting taut last season with
a bad back, Omagbemi will be
out to better that mark this season before age gets the upper
hand.
Williams, who Winter says has
the potential to be a world record holder in the 940, will concentrate on the quarter-mile this
season. If Willie can overcome a
tendency to set too fast a pace
at the start of a race. Winter’s
hopes may very well come true.
The SJS spike team appears
strong in nearly all areas. The
usually fine sprint corps is present and the Spartans are strong
In the field events.
The brightest spot on the San
Jose track roster is in the distance races where SJS should
have the strongest long haul contingent in its history. Runners
the likes of Jeff Fishback, Ron
Davis, Ben Tucker, Jose Azevedo
and Horace Whitehead would
seem to assure this.
If there is a weak spot on the
team, it would have to be in the
middle distances, particularly the
880. If healthy, Williams will take
care of the 940 situation. However, it will be up to Lynn Peterson, Jim Day and Azevedo to fill
the half mile gap.

Switch
HELLNA, Ark. (UPI) Gene
Bearden, former pitching star for
the Cleveland Indians, now serves
as manager for the Helena Country Club and Golf course.

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS
LENKURT ELECTRIC CO
IS conducting on campus interviews
March 2 -

Friday

MOUNT ELECTRIC CO. is one of the
world’s major specialists in multiplexing and microwave radio equipment for
telephone, telegraph and high speed
date transmission; a principal supplier
of this equipment to the telephone industry,andaleadingauthorityindevelopment of electronic communications.
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT are extremely important in LENKURrS operations. Continuing as a leader in the
field of Communications requires not
only keeping up with the latest tech
niques, but also advancing electronic
science and product design. UNHURT
does both in its extensive San Carlos
laboratories, while concentrating on
product development.
Our position is considered first in the
Industry and our equipment has won
world-wide recognition for quality and
technical refinements.
IF YOU ARE GRADUATING IN JUNE
... and are interested in finding more
about Lenkurt, its opportunities and fa.
citifies on the beautiful San Francisco
Peninsula, contact your Placement Of.
lice for an oncempus interview with
Don Newton, Engineering Placement
Officer.

LEN/fUNT ELECTRIC

,llicrooves110
1105 County Road
San Carlos, California
e MOM ’Magna

Af

d9eable dealers

iticceto
MEN’S STORE
181 SOUTH FIRST ST.
San Jose 13, California
CYress 4-5534
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ON HIS WAY to a new meet record of 8.7 seconds in the 70
yard high hurdles is Bob Bonds. Bonds also ran in the 160 low
hurdles finishing second to Bruce McCullough. Bonds came in
third in the 100 yard dash.

Strong Frosh Track
Team Opens Season
San Jose’s freshman track team
opens its season Saturday against
a strong Foothill junior college
squad.
The Spartans have a strong
team led by sprinter Lloyd Murad. The flash from Venezuela
has been timed in the 60 yard
dash at 6.0 seconds, one-tenth of
a second under the world record.
Last Friday in the interclass
track meet Murad took the 75
yard dash in 7.4 seconds, a new
froth record. Mired will compete
in the 100 and 220.
Danny Murphy led high school
runners In the two mile, three
mile and 5000 meters with the
best times in the nation last
year.
Murphy has aheady run the
two mile in 9:14.2, the second best
freshman time in the country this
year. The only better time was
run by a 26-year-old Southern
Illinois freshman from England.
Last week in the hop-stepjump Henry Lawson broke the
meet record with a distance of 48
feet 11 inches. The freshman record is held by Jack Smyth, Houston, with a leap of 99 feet 3%
inches.
Allan Phillips, a state champion from Oregon. threw the
javelin 204 feet 9 inches, the
second best throw by a fresh
man tlibi year.
Mike Gibeau, the fifth fastest
high school 880 runner in the nation last year, will be competing
for the frosh.
In the pule vault, San Jose
State has Roger Werne who vaulted 13 feet 6 inches last week, only
one inch off the meet record.
Tom l’ulte the top high school
3000 meter runner last year will
compete in the mile where he
ran 4:17.8, one of the top prep
times in the country.
Lester Bond will be the top
man in the broad jump for the
Spartans. He leaped 23 feet 8%
inches for a new meet record last
week.
The high hurdles will be run
by Robert Taylor who last week
tied Bob Bond’s record in the
novice 70-yard high hurdles with
a time of 8.7 seconds.
Giving Lloyd Monad a run
for the money in the dashes
will be Maurice Compton who
last week ran the 73-yard dash

in 7.5 seconds, tying the meet
record. However, lie lost to
Murad who set a new record.
Henry Lawson who broke the
hop-step-jump record will also
compete in the high jump, first
place in last week’s meet, the low
hurdles, first place in the meet
and the broad jump, second place.
The Foothill meet Saturday will
be run in connection with the varsity small colleges meet.

Santa Clara’ s Broncos defeated
San Jose State 69-48 last night
In San Jose civic auditorium In
what can only be described as a
massacre.
Although the Spartans gave it
all they had and could boast a
26-26 tie at the half, Santa Clara
took charge in the second stanza.
Coach Danny Ganes’ Spartababes added to the humiliating
night by extending their long lusing streak with a close 63-60
to the Santa Clara (rush in the
preliminary.
The Broncos poured it on. racing to a 59-38 lead with three
minutes left. Coach Bob Feerick
didn’t pull his first string until
,ally 2:53 remained in the game.
Santa Clara’s Joe Weiss gained
high point honors for the game
with 17 points, although scoring
only three field goals. Weiss netted 11 of 14 free throws in the
foul-ridden game.
Rolf Dahl led SJS offensively
scoring 12 points, six of them WI
charity tosses. Bill Yonge tallied
10 markers, all in the second halt
while Harry Edwards and Vance
Barnes garnered nine each.
The Spartans looked like they

RIO AUTO INSURANCI
SAYINGS ANNOUNCED
Women and married men over 21: $711
less $13 dividend, or a net of $65
(based on current 17 per cent dividend).
Single men under 25: $252 less $43
dividend, or a net of $209.
$10/20,000 Bodily Injury liability;
$5,000 Property Damage and $500
Medical Payments Other coverages at
comparable savings Payments can be
made once, twice or four times a year
Call or write for full information to
George M. Campbell, 566 Maple Avenue,
Sunnyvale, REgent 9-1741 (day 8 nite).

tap at 22-22 on a 20-foot jump shot
by nni Cullen. The Spartans list
’ briefly again at 26-24 but at pair ;
:of free throws by Weiss tied it a
just seconds before halftime.
Santa Clara scored five straight
points as the second halt opened "
on a jumper by Ron ble(kse, a
free toss by Leroy Jaclusun anal
a hook shot by Gene Shields.

I

Thomas Misses Workout
11

Los Angeles Angel Star Lee
Thomas missed the team’s spring
training session yesterday because
of a foot injury, but manager Bill
Rigney said that he has been impressed already with the outfielder-first baseman’s performance.
Thomas was in Los Angeles yesterday for an examination by
team physician Dr. Robert Woods
of a sesa,- moid separation of the
player’s right foot ’fhomas injured

""i".0:A..V..."1",,,,,:,44.1414WW,"VoliOW001.64441413Wilt

foot several weeks ago while
working out in his St. Louis home.
but Rigney stressed that the injury appeared minor.
Rigney added that the slugger
"looks great." However, trainer
Freddie Federico wanted a duetor to look mare closely at the
I foot.
I Meanwhile Thomas’ teammates
I practiced briefly this morning, but
Imanager Rigney scheduled no hit.
! t ing or pitching workouts

1

FOREMOST
Athlete of the Week
Ummm, its

Lloyd Murad

"WORK OF ART"

--"11

This week’s FOREMOST athlete of
the week is Lloyd Murad, the Vene2ulean flash. Last Friday Lloyd broke
Jim Ornargbemi’s novice mark in the
75 -yard dash, covering the distance
in 7.4 seconds. In practice, Murad
broke the record for the 60 -yard
dash with an unofficial time of 6 seconds flat. This is a boy to keep your
eye on in the future. Good luck,
Lloyd ... from FOREMOST.

One Azy cepoice
Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty
DISCOUNT WITH ASB CARD

ART CLEANERS
398 EAST SANTA CLARA

Delicious ...
FOREMOST
Ice Cream

LEE’S BASTIN
cpecialijing in 411

liaip Cub

ALL HAIR CUTS

125

Mets’ Park Tough
One For Homers
PALM SPRINGS, Calif. (UPI)
-The Polo Grounds may look like
a haven for home run hitters. But
take the word of Bill Rigney, it
takes a special talent to clout
round-trippers in the new home
of the New York Mets.
Rigney should know. The manager of the Los Angeles Angels
played there for the old New York
Giants and later managed on the
same lot.
"It’s a place for pull hitters,"
says Rigney. "There will be no
home run records set there this
year in the National League. It
will take a lot of practice by both
the visiting hitters and the hometown Mets before they smash
homers over the fence there."

had what it took in the early going.
With the score knotted at 12-12
half yay through the period, SJS
raised a few eyebrows by spurting to art 18-12 lead on two held
goals by Dahl and a hook shot
by Edwards.
But the Broncos nibbled away
at the San Jose lead and tied it

3 Barbers
68 E. San Fernando
Open

9 to 7- Mon. 711pu cat.
Sunday 9 to
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College ’Never Too Late’
For 69-Year-Old Junior
Nils. Slit‘ Chilp111Z1
grandmother and SJS student who
has the distinction of flying in the
Wright brothers’ first airplane, apparently believes it’s never too late
to finish college.
Currently a junior sociology major here, Mrs. Chapman has been
attending college since fall semester, 1958. She hopes to be graduated in June 1964 and then he
come active in creative writing oi
religious or juvenile work.
"I’ve been so fortunate all my
life that now I want to do something for others," she says.
She attended the University of
California for two years before
enrolling at SJS.

SJS Pranksters
Pay Damage Costs
1
For Rival Stadium
Damages inflicted to the Stanford university football stadium
last October by San Jose State
students totaled $736.05, it was
announced recently by the office
of the dean of students.
Prior to the San Jose-Stanford
game, pranksters stole into the
Palo Alto stadium and smeared
the scoreboard with gold paint,
sawed the goal posts almost to the
point of toppling, and burned the
letters SJS in the turf with gasoline and lye.
Cost for repairs of the turf was
$571.45. and was paid by nine students who admitted doing the
damage, according to Stanley
Benz, dean of students.

’BORROWS’ PASS
While a Washington, D.C., office worker during World War I,
Mrs. Chapman "borrowed" a congressional pass for a demonstration flight in the Wright brothers’
airplane.
She recalls many experiences
that her grandchildren might conGRANDMOTHER STUDENTMrs. Sue Chapman, 69, recalls
sider mere fantasy, including swim
the days of bloomers and horse and buggy. A junior sociology
suits with bloomers and horse and
major, Mrs. Chapman plans to graduate in 1964,
buggy rides. She remembers when
women wore bloomers, stockings
she was "the one who always got though." she considers, "was to
and rubber shoes at the beach.
help two of my sisters through
"If women wore dresses shorter into things."
the University of Wisconsin by
than 4 inches below the knees,
DRESSES FOR JOB
working as a secretary there."
police arrested them for indecent
She earned her first job by
While parties and horseback
exposure," she said.
dressing in her mother’s clothes
riding occupied much of her time,
for
a
job
interview
at
Delaware
SONS ARE SJS GRADS
she found time to take violin lescollege.
sons in order to socialize with the
Two of Mrs. Chapman’s five
’’The interviewer complained students there.
sons are SJS graduates. Harold.
who was graduated in June 1952, that most of the applicants weren’t
In 1923, Mrs. Chapman moved
now attends the University of old enough 118 years). I wasn’t her family west to Berkeley, where
even
17."
Santa Clara law school. He is also
she enrolled at the University of
As a government worker, Mrs. California. The following year she
a detective sergeant for the San
Chapman
recalls
when
she
saved
Jose police department.
was married and left college to
Allen, who was graduated from the government more than $1 mil- help earn family expenses. Her
lion
by
spotting
a
cargo
ship
that
SJS in June 1953, is now a finanhusband died in 1957.
was departing from Washington,
cial executive in San Jose.
D.C.,
without a license.
CIVIL SERVANT
As the third in a family of eight
children. Mrs. Chapman admits
"The hest thing I ever did,
On April 4, 1958. Capt. A. S.
Hill of Moffett Field gave Mrs.
1Chapman a farewell celebration
When she terminated nine years at
’Moffett Field and 19 in civil serWould you like to attain vice work. The picture of Captain
Hill shaking her hand at the celethis enviable position?
bration is the only personal photography she keeps of herself.
A Readak Rapid Reading Composition
! Recalling her younger days, she
remembers when a woman who
Course will increase your study proficiency
!drank was "considered nothing."
100%.
"I’ve never had a drop of liquor
We guarantee this 100% improvement or
my life. Now, of course. I’m
1000 words per minute with excellent comI,. old for it." she says sadly.
prehension. Enrolling now for March 5
classes!

The remaining $164.60 was paid
out of the ASB treasury, Dean
Benz said.

Job Interviews Space Is Available Again
For Summer Tour of Europe

TODAY
The Shell Oil and Chattiest! co.
will interview mechanical, electrical, chemical, civil and industrial
engineering majors, as well as
aeronautics majors.
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & co.
will interview ceilified public accountant and accounting majors.
Motorola, Inc., will interview
electrical engineering and physics
majors.
TOMORROW
Southern California Edition co.
will interview electrical and mechanical engineering majors.
Haskins and Sells will interview
certified public accountant and accounting majors.
Varian Associates will interview
electrical, industrial and mechanical engineering majors.
Federal Aviation will interview
electrical and civil engineering
majors.
Owens-Illinois, Ghosts co. will interview any technical or business
major who has some technical
back cr roil nil

William Schreiber, senior sod()logy major, has lifted the deadline for applications for a student summer trip to Europe because of last-minute cancellations.
Approximately five reservations

remain to be filled t a on. month.s
trip which will include
visits to
Luxembourg,
Sweden, Russia and FillIallfl.
Total cost of the tour,
including
overseas trasnportation by le,
ilandjc air lines, is
group will
viGdellrminacnIeneant mleasark’t
20 San Francisco State students
already enrolled, according so
Schreiber. Dr. Martin S. Allwood.
Deadline for turning in applica- assistant
professor of sodoloRS
tions for freshman representatives now in Europe on
leave of absence,
on student council is March 7, ac- was instrumental
in forming the
cording to ASH Personnel Officer tour and in
planning route and
Barney Goldstein.
accommodations.
Goldstein said there are two
Purpose of the trip is to see the
freshman posts open on the coun- aspects of European ways
of
cil and any freshman interested in first hand, including labor lite
meetserving may obtain application ings, town halls, factories
and govblanks in the College Union, 315 S. ernment institutions,
Schreiber
Ninth. These must be returned to said.
the same place no later than noon
The tour will originate in Ness’
March 7.
York on July 18. Return dates may
Interviews for candidates will be be arranged individually. Th0
conducted the same day at 230 round-trip fare must be used with.
p.m.
in one year.

Frosh Candidates
Face Deadline

Career Cues:

"The broader your knowledge,
the greater your chance
of success!"

Edwin J. Ducayet, President
Bell Helicopter Company

"As I look back, graduating from college in the depth of
the depression was a blessing in disguise. It was difficult
to get a job. and even more difficult to hold it. It proved
to me early in life that to succeed in business requires
constant struggle.
"I found that the truly successful individual never stops
learning, that a formal college education is the foundation
on which we continue to build the knowledge and experience required to get ahead.

"Even in today’s age of specialization, a man eventually
reaches a point where breadth of knowledge is necessary.
The engineer must understand accounting and marketing,
The marketing man must know his product. The financial
man must be sympathetic to engineering development
and sales programs. Management must have a working
knowledge of all phases of the complex and highly competitive business world.
"Therefore, even though specializing, a student should
make his college curriculum as broad as possible, and
diversify his outside activities. Authoritative surveys have
shown that only a small percentage of individuals end up
in the field in which they specialized in college.
"Widen your world. Broaden your interests right now.
Since graduation from college I’ve discovered that those
who are really succeeding today are the ones who do more
and keep on learning from what they do. The broader
your college interests are now the steadier your ladder
of success tomorrow!"

mm-

NINEGT
GRAPE
IN CLASS..

Reatlaft. the.

Edwin J. Ducey., is pre,iderit of
one of the world’s largest helicopter manufacturing firms. His
company’s products are used in
52 countries for a multitude of
military and commercial applications. A resident of Fort
Worth, Texas, Ed has been a
Camel smoker since his undergraduate days at M.I.T.

Crusader at Work

Reading Improvement Laboraiory

iitRHAM, N.C. (UPI, A sci,otist has been teaching a physics
class for the last three years at
_ Southern High School here without pay.
’’Nation’s Schools," a journal
for educators, reports on the contribution made by Sherwood Githens Jr., deputy chief scientist,
Apts. suitable for 2, 3
4 men s.u-,
\: myResearch Office, Durham.
Mgr. Apt. 19, 686 So. 8th S
Lack of equipment for expert.
1 merits didn’t bother Githens. He
’p*
bon-owed enough from Duke university and transported it to the
For Rent: One bedroom .
It it.t, -.tit. ad

357 Town & Country Village
Sari Jose
CH 8-7674

CLASSIFIEDS
CLASSIFIED RATES:
25e a line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum
TO PLACE AN AD:
Celt at Student Affairs Office
Room 16, Tower Halt or
Seed in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

Smoking more now but enjoying it less?... change to Camel!

Have a real cigarette -Camel
THE BEST TOBACCO MAKES THE BEST SMOKE
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One female to share

Power from below
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’50 Ford V8
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PIERCE CAN ’,’ON REDBEDS

sArlos-oNrs- ,,RALEs

Si CI 5.5300.

36’ilt Spartan mobIle komn

The Lawrence Radiation Laboratory is working in the areas
of Nuclear Propulsion, Controlled Thermonuclear Reactions, Nuclear Explosives for
Industry and Defense, Space
Physics, and other advanced
problems in Nuclear Physics
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Want to start car pool
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.......
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V,10)

3 Vacancies. Men. App,omd:lat,r --,
ern rooms. Kit. priv. Free wash and "Py
Friendly atmosphere. $30.00 per mu.
Fkeridoe Arms, S40 So. 5th.

MISCELLANEOUS
TypingTheses, Term papers. Reports
I 02rat.
Help Wanted

.....

4*.

- SHAFT

ON MARCH 13
SA LAG

Ride or riders
3 Rm. Mod. UnT Apt
.

..

and Engineering.
649 FT.
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’00 or .uNt.,,Ez
SECTION 314D01;(
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Students to contact Id,sinesses by tele
phnne af’ernoons. Guaranteed hourly
wade. Will Cf our srkedu:e to yours.
CV 7.7857 M. Vouqhf

Pure. Apt. $100 far 2. A,:t. to 4 per Wanted; Throe boyi
Dir. t’me ltelo
100, St. CV 8.1876
’a, he.-..isi;-1 hr.use. Serer,rd
9599
Furs. apts. Med. delve. I & 2 hr. wuth
co pets. 536
131+ St. CY 4-5744.
Lest It Peva!
Esttra largo apt.; ,,p to 5 people. $35 Loutdark brown billfold. Ps,...,
ea. ES 7.0796.
Reward, CV /4208.

An artist’s conception of Project t :mane, a step toward providing power and isotopes from underground thermonuclear detonations. This area of endeavor is part of Project Plowshare, initiated at
the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory of the I iniversity of California. Other Plowshare projects under
study include the excavation of an experimental harbor in Alaska, production of oil from tar sands,
control of groundwaters, mining applic:itions, and other novel Hens using the energy of nuclear
evlosives.

Laboratory staff members will
be on Campus to interview outstanding students in the Physical Sciences and Engineering.
(VI your placement office
for an appointment

LAWRENCE RADIATION
LABORATORY
of the University of California
Berkeley and Livermore,California

